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ABSTRACT 
•••, Y are independent random variables with mean values 
n 
p-1 
E (Yi) = ~0 + I ~i xij 
i=l 
and common variance o2 then the deviations from the least squares regression 
function fitted to the first k observations Y1, •••, Yn (k < n) are linearly un-
correlated with the last n-k deviations from the least squares regression function 
fitted to all n observations Y1, •••, Yk' Yk+l' •••, Yn. The former deviations 
A A 
are also uncorrelated with the predicted values Y1, •••, Yn of the regression 
function fitted to all n observations. This result has application in constructing 
tests of homoscedasticity. 
* Biometrics Unit, Plant Breeding Department, Cornell University. 
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Introduction 
"' 
A 
The purpose of this note is to show that if Y1, • • •, ~{ are the least squares 
linear predictors 
where 
e and 
then the residuals 
p-1 
Yj "' ~0 + L &i xij 
i=l 
k 
= 
'\-, 
aij yi L 
i=l 
p-1 
Yj = ~0 + I ~i xij + €j 
i=l 
E ( €j) = 0 
,-
I 
02 t for j E ( €j €j I) ::: 0 for j 
k 
fl = c yl - I <:1.11 Yi, . ~. 
i=l 
::; j I 
I= . I J 
' 
y· -k 
are uncorrelated with the least squares residuals 
n 
e2 = ( yk+l - I bi,k+l Yi' • • • 
i=l 
k 
\ "' L aik Yi) 
i;l 
n 
yn - L bin yi) 
i=l 
obtained- aft.er fitting Y1, -•• •, ~~ ~+l' • • •, Yn to the same linear model. Tr..is 
result has application in the construction of tests of homoscedasticity. 
* Biometrics Unit, Plant Breeding Department, Cornell University. 
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Uniqueness of the Least Squar~s Linear Predictors 
or 
The general (fixed effects) linear model is given by 
yl 
• 
y 
n 
• 
• 
= 
1 X X • •• X 11 21 p-1,1 
1 X X • •• X ln 2n p-l,n 
or, in matrix notation, 
Y=X j3+€ 
nXl nXp pXl nXl 
+ 
E: 
n 
Setting the partial derivatives of (Y - X13) '(Y - X13). e9.ua1 to zero gives the set 
of "normal equations" 
X 1 x b = x' Y 
pXn nXp pXl pXn nXl 
for which the solution b = 
of the regression coefficients 
• 
• 
b p-1 
• 
• 
is the vector of least squares estimators 
This general linear model includes as 
special cases all multiple regression models and all "fixed-effects" analysis of 
' . . . . ' 
variance models, though the latter are included only if we admit that the 
symmetric, square (pXp) matrix X 1X may be singular. Admitting this, we cannot 
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.. ·r-.·. 
then write the general solution as 
b = (x'x)-1 x'y 
since, in general, X1X will not have an ordinary inverse. However, if x'x is 
singular {i~e., of rank < p) there exists not just one but infinitely many 
solutions b to the equation (X'X)b = X1Y, and if 
b = G··X'Y 
pXp 
is one of these solutions then we shall say (after c. R. Rao) that G is a general-
ized inverse of (X'X) provided that G also satisfies the relation ..... 
(x'x) G (x'x) = x'x 
When these two relations are satisfied then we see that another solution to the 
equation (X'X)b = X1Y is given by 
b = GX'Y + [a(X 1X) - I ] z 
pXp pXl 
where z is any arbitrary pXl vectoro Multiplying both sides of this equation by 
(X'X) confirms that (X 1X)b = X1Y1 since 
(x'x)-b = (x'x)GX 1Y + [(x'x) G (x'x) - (X 1X)]z 
= (X'X)b + [O]z 
= xty 
Thus, for a fixed G the solution b may be made to run through an infinity of values 
simply by varying the choice of z; furthermore, unlike the ordinary inverse, the 
gene~aiized inverse G is not unique and may also be constructed in an infinite 
variety of ways. Despite this, as we shall see, the sum of squares due to re-
gression and the sum of squares due to deviations from regression are uniquely 
"' ~ determined by any choice of G and z; in fact, Y = Xb is the same no matter which G 
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and z are chosen. To show this latter fact we have 
xb = XGX 1Y + [XG(X'X) - X]z . 
and we pow make use of the following lemma from matrix algebra: 
Lemma: If M1M = 0 then M is null (i.e., if M1M is null then M is null; similarly~ 
if MM' is null then M is null). 
Proof: Since Trace(M'M) = E mtj = Trace(O) = 0 then mij = 0 for all i,j. 
1,j 
Appl;rl.ng ~.is lemma first to the coefficient of z we find 
[XG(X'X)- X] 1[XG(X 1X)- X] = [X 1XG 1X 1 - X1][XGX 1X- X] 
= x'xa'x'xax'x - x'xa'x'x - x'xax'x + x'x 
= x'xa'(x'xax'x) - x'xa'x'x - (x'xax'x) + x'x 
and since the generalized inverse G must satisfy the relation X 1XGX 1X = X 1X we 
get the above expression reducing to 
x'xa'x'x- x'xa'x'x - x'x + x'x = o 
I implying, by the lemma, that XGX X - X is null, or 
Thus, we have so far shown that 
xb = XGX 1Y 
where, however, G is not uniq_ue. But we shall now show that XGX 1 is the same no 
matter what generalized inverse is used. That is, if G1 and G2 both satisfy our 
req_uirements for a generalized inverse then, applying t~e lemma again, we can show 
that [xa1x' - xa2x'] is null. Thus, 
[ XG X 1 XG X 1][XG X'- XG X'] 1 = [XG X 1 - XG X 1 ][XG 1X 1 XG 1X 1] 1 - 2 1 2 1 2 1 - 2 
= XG1X 1XG{X' - XG1X'xa:tc'- XG~ 1XG{X' + XG2£- 1XG:tc' 
XG (X 1XG 1X 1 ) - XG (X 1XG 1X 1 ) - XG (X 1XG 1X 1 ) + XG (X 1XG 1X 1 ) 
= 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 
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and using_the already established fact that XGX 1X =X for any G, we get 
XG X I - XG X I .. XG _X I + XG X I = 0 1 1 z- 2 
Hence, XG1X' = XG2X' or, in other words, XGX 1 is uniQue even though G is not. 
"' -This concludes the proof that Y = :Xl? is uniQue. In an analysis of variance 
..... -
situation, for example, Y = Xb is simply the array of observed cell means. 
or 
or 
Zero Correlation with Supplereental Residuals 
We now pr0ceed to the problem 
yl 
• 
• 
• 
yk 
= 
'Yk+l 
• 
" 
• y 
n 
y = 
yl = t'o + t'l xll + t'2 x21 + ••o + t3 X + €1 p-1 p-1,1 
• • 
.. 
• . 
• 
yk = t'o + t'l xlk + t32 x2k + ••• + t3 X +~ p-1 p-l,k 
Yk+l = t'o + t'1 ~l,k+l + t'2 x2,k+l + ••• + t'p .. J. xp-l,k+l + ~+1 
1 
• 
• 
1 
1 
. 
• 
• 
1 
. 
• 
• 
xll 
xlk 
X 
I l,k+l 
X l,n 
= 
x21 ••• X p-1,1 
• 
x2k • 0 • X p-l,k 
-------
x2,k+l ••• X p-l,k+l 
• 
• 
• 
X 2,n ••• X p-l,n 
r~o }p-1 + 
E 
n 
• 
• 
• 
+ E 
n 
where we suppose that first t3 is estimated using all n observations and, next, B is 
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estimated using only the first k observations. The problem is then to show that 
A • 
the last n-k deviations Yi - Yi obtained in the first instance-are uncorrelated 
with the k deviations obtained in the second analysis •. 
. 
We first note that for the complete set of data, 
A ~ I 
e = Y - Y ~ Y - Xb = Y .. XGX Y = [I ·~ XGX']Y 
and substituting the linear model, Y = X~ + €1 into this expression then 
e = [ I - XGX 1~ + [ I - XGx']€ 
nXn nXn 
= [X- XGX 1X~ + [I - XGX']€ 
nXn 
= [ I - XGX']e 
nXn 
Similarly, if J- is a generalized inverse of x(1 )x(l) then the k residuals in the 
second analysis (involving only the first k observations) must take the form 
In order to find the form of the last n-k residuals in the complete analysis we· 
utilize the partitioned form 
e(l) ( I , 0 kXk. I 
e = == ----~----
e(2) 0 I I 
1 n-kXn-k 
or 
e(l) ( I , 0 
-k~k _:- - - -
== 
e(2) 0 I I 
1 n-kXn-k 
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or 
I f ~€(1) - X(l)GX(l)€(1)- X(l)GX(2)€(2) 
= ·l ~(~)---x(2jGi(~) :(~)---x(2jGi(~) ~(~) 
Thus, the last n-k residuals in the complete analysis are 
The cov~iance matrix of f 1 and e( 2) is therefore 
~ and under the (homoscedasticity) assumption that the €1s are independent and 
identically distributed, E(€(l)€(2)) = 0 and E(€(l)€Cl)) = k~a2 so 
I 
and since, from our earlier results, X(l)$X(l)X(l) = X(l) then 
and the desired result is established. 
A 
Similar+y, .fl is uncorrelated with the predictors Y = Xb, since 
= [xGx'x- x] t3 + XGX~€ 
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and hence 
=[o : o] 
In connection with the problem of testing homoscedasticity, a useful imP.li-
cation of this last result is that in the normal case it still obtains if the k 
A 
out of n Y. 1s are selected on the basis of the predicted values Y = Xb. For 1 . . . 
A "' A A 
example, the predictors Y1, ••o, Yn may be ordered as Y[l] ~ ••• ~ Y[n]' thus 
inducing a corresponding rearrangement of the rows in x, 
A 
y[l] x[l] 
• • 
• = • b 
• • 
A 
- - --
y[n] x[n] 
which, in turn, induces a rearrangement of Yi,- • • •, Yn into, say, Y(l)' 
where 
y(l) x[l] 
€(1) 
- -• . • 
• = • 13 + • 
• • 
- - --
y(n) x[n] 
€(n) 
••• , y (n) 
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4lt When the €i (in their original order €1, •••, €n) are independent and 
identically normally distributed then for f 1 calculated from Y(l)' •••, Y(k) the 
preceding results concerning zero correlation (and now also independence) must 
still obtain. 
